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共Received 1 November 2001; accepted for publication 18 December 2001兲 In laser drilling and keyhole welding, multiple reflection phenomena determine how the energy is transferred from the laser beam to the workpiece, and, most importantly, all other physics such as fluid flow, heat transfer, and the cavity shape itself depend on these phenomena. In this study, a multiple reflection model inside a self-consistent 共or self-evolving兲 cavity has been developed based on the level set method and ray tracing technique. In the case of drilling, it is observed that the laser energy tends to concentrate near the center, where the effective intensity reaches a value two orders of magnitude higher than the original distribution. In keyhole welding, however, the maximum laser intensity is only around five times higher than the original during the entire process. Combined with the strong keyhole fluctuation, the redistributed intensity patterns are very dynamic. The intensity fluctuation drives the keyhole fluctuation, and the keyhole fluctuation, in turn, affects the intensity fluctuation. This study demonstrates that drill holes are highly efficient surfaces to focus a large amount of energy in a tiny area while keyholes have the capacity to evenly distribute the energy in a large area. It is also shown that multiple reflection phenomena are highly geometry dependent and a preassumed hole shape as adopted in many prior studies may lead to an inappropriate result. © 2002 Laser Institute of America. Key words: multiple reflection, laser welding, laser drilling, effective laser absorptivity



I. INTRODUCTION



In this study, a multiple reflection model inside a selfevolving cavity has been developed based on the level set method.6,7 With this method, any arbitrary three-dimensional surfaces can be fully simulated since the method provides surface normal values at any point. The ray tracing technique has been adopted, considering the specular mode of reflection. Simulation has been conducted for five different surfaces: two fake drill hole surfaces, one fake keyhole surface, one self-consistent drill hole surface, and one self-consistent keyhole surface. This study has revealed many interesting findings regarding multiple reflections.



In laser drilling and keyhole welding, a cavity is formed and energy is transferred into the substrate by multiple reflections inside the cavity. With this mechanism, generally a metal surface with a very low absorptivity can behave almost like a blackbody since a laser beam transfers most of its energy to the keyhole surface. In addition, multiple reflection phenomena determine the way how laser beam energy is deposited to the workpiece, and, most importantly, affect all other physics occurring in the laser materials processing, such as fluid flow, heat transfer, and solidification. In short, to better understand the laser drilling/keyhole welding, an accurate modeling of multiple internal reflections is imperative. Several studies on multiple reflections have been performed as part of laser keyhole welding/drilling modeling.1–5 Kar et al.,2 in their laser drilling research, used the ray tracing technique for their two-dimensional axisymmetric drilling model. They assumed a parabolic hole shape for the simulation. Milewski et al.3 simulated three-dimensional multiple reflections for V-groove weld joints, using the ray tracing technique and assuming a conical beam shape. Solana et al.4 investigated the effect of multiple reflections on keyhole welding, also using the ray tracing model and assuming an initial conical keyhole shape. Wei et al.5 used a paraboloid of revolution as an assumed profile of the drill hole for their laser drilling research. Fabbro et al.1 employed the ray tracing method on their simplified keyhole model.



II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL



If a laser beam ray hits a surface point, x0⫽(x 0 ,y 0 ,z 0 ) where the surface unit normal is n⫽(n x ,n y ,n z ), and the unit vector for the direction of the incoming ray is i ⫽(i x ,i y ,i z ), then the unit vector for the direction of the reflected ray, r⫽(r x ,r y ,r z ), can be calculated by r⫽i⫹2 共 ⫺i•n兲 n. Here the normal vector can be calculated at each point using the level set values.6 At each time of reflection, the laser energy is absorbed into the wall, according to the material’s beam absorptivity. The whole process can be simulated by repeating these steps until the ray escapes from the computational domain. As an energy source, a continuous wave Gaussian laser is used for simulation. It is assumed that the beam profile has no z dependency:
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FIG. 1. Multiple reflection simulation on a fake drill hole surface, paraboloid of revolution f dh1 共left figures: fake surface shape, right figures: effective intensity distribution normalized with respect to the original Gaussian distribution兲.
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where R b is the beam radius and I 0 is the centerline laser intensity. Neglecting depth of focus, however, may result in an inaccurate prediction. In this study, simulation has been done for a selfconsistent drilled hole and a self-consistent keyhole. The details of the models can be found in Refs. 6 and 7. The same parameters are used for drilling and welding simulations. We have adopted 0.15, 500 m, and 1.5 mm for laser beam absorptivity, beam diameter, and target thickness, respectively. A laser intensity 关I 0 in Eq. 共1兲兴 of 107 W/cm2 共8.5 kW laser兲 is used for drilling and 4.7⫻106 W/cm2 共4 kW laser兲 for welding. A beam scanning speed of 60 ipm has been chosen for laser welding simulation. Material properties used in this study can be found in Refs. 6 and 7. For comparison, a fake keyhole ( f kh) and two fake drilled holes 共f dh1 and f dh2兲 are mathematically constructed. Two fake drill holes are f dh1共 r 兲 ⫽ d dh2共 r 兲 ⫽
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where r is defined as 冑x 2 ⫹y 2 and z * is the depth of the drill hole. Note that f dh1 is constructed using a second order polynomial 共paraboloid of revolution兲 and f dh2 using a third order polynomial. By defining the parameters, x 1* , x 2* , y * , and z * , a fake keyhole, f kh is created as follows: f kh共 x,y 兲
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otherwise,



2 ¯x 1 (y)⫽x * ¯x 2 (y) where 1 冑1⫺( 兩 y 兩 /y * ) , 1 2 * * * ⫽ 冑(y * ⫺ 兩 y 兩 )(x * ) /y , and ¯(y)⫽ z z cos(  y/y )⫹1兴. 关 2 2 * * , x , and y , re0.25, 0.75, and 0.25 mm are used for x * 1 2 spectively. z * is the depth of keyhole.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION



共3兲



Figures 1–5 show the hole shapes and corresponding laser intensity profiles resulted by the various hole shapes: paraboloid of revolution, cubic polynomial, and self-
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FIG. 2. Multiple reflection simulation on a fake drill hole surface, cubic polynomial f dh2 共left figures: fake surface shape, right figures: effective intensity distribution normalized with respect to the original Gaussian distribution兲.



consistent drill hole obtained from Ref. 7, fake keyhole and self-consistent keyhole obtained from Ref. 6, respectively. For each case, six hole depths 共0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.25, and 1.5 mm兲 are selected to show how intensity distribution evolves with hole depth. Figures 6共A兲 and 6共B兲 show how the effective laser absorptivity changes with hole depth for the three different drill hole surfaces and for the two different keyhole surfaces, respectively. Figure 7 compares the effective laser absorptivity 共ELA兲 and normalized maximum intensity 共NMI兲 variations with time for self-consistent laser drilling and keyhole welding cases. Figure 1 is the result for the paraboloid of revolution ( f dh1). This surface has a very special focusing characteristic. Each ray falling in the normal direction to the surface hits the first point, passes the focal point, hits the second point, and then is reflected back to outside in the normal direction. Therefore if the depth of focus is neglected, one ray can only hit the surface twice no matter how deep the surface is. This fact is seen in Fig. 6共A兲. As the hole deepens, ELA converges to 0.2775, which can be calculated as



␣ ⫹ ␣ 共 1⫺ ␣ 兲 ⇒0.15⫹0.15共 1⫺0.15兲 ⫽0.2775, where ␣ is the beam absorptivity. This property alone can be a reason to avoid paraboloid of revolution as an assumed



drill hole shape unless the focusing characteristic is prevented in some ways. NMI increases up to around 22. Figure 2 is the result for the cubic polynomial ( f dh2). Unlike f dh1 , this surface has the ability to increase the ELA up to 0.44 when the depth reaches 1.5 mm. However, NMI becomes only around 12 at that point. This implies that f dh2 is not effective to focus the laser energy to the tiny area near the center. Instead, it distributes energy much more evenly than the paraboloid of revolution 共see Fig. 2兲. Figure 3 is the simulation result obtained from the selfconsistent drilling simulation.7 In this case, NMI increases up to 100, which is two orders of magnitude higher than the original distribution, implying that the consideration of the dynamically evolving surface in the simulation predicts a much higher concentration of energy at the center. In addition, Fig. 6共A兲 shows that the utilized energy goes up to around 80%. Therefore the drill hole surfaces generated from the self-consistent drilling simulation7 show a much higher energy concentration characteristic and much better beam absorption ability than the previously discussed fake drill holes. All the physics in laser materials processing such as evaporation, fluid flow, and heat transfer are highly dependent on the energy deposition characteristics. Thus in order to simulate laser drilling with an assumed hole shape, its
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FIG. 3. Multiple reflection simulation on a self-consistent drill hole surface 共left figures: surface shape, right figures: effective intensity distribution normalized with respect to the original Gaussian distribution兲.



FIG. 4. Multiple reflection simulation on a fake keyhole surface f kh 共left figures: fake surface shape, right figures: effective intensity distribution normalized with respect to the original Gaussian distribution兲.
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FIG. 5. Multiple reflection simulation on a self-consistent keyhole surface 共left figures: surface shape, right figures: effective intensity distribution normalized with respect to the original Gaussian distribution兲.



FIG. 6. Effective laser absorptivity variation with hole depth in laser drilling and welding.
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FIG. 7. Comparison of multiple reflection characteristics in laser welding and drilling 共ELA: effective laser beam absorptivity variation with time, and NMI: normalized maximum laser intensity with time兲.



geometry must be fully studied regarding its capability of multiple reflections. However, the plasma inside the keyhole might dramatically change the energy deposition pattern by multiple reflections and can prevent the high concentration of the laser beam on the center region. Figure 4 shows the result for the fake keyhole ( f kh). First of all, it is clear that the intensity profile changes more dynamically than the drilling case. The intensity profile has several local maxima when the hole is shallow and one big peak near the keyhole bottom grows faster than the others as the hole deepens. ELA increases up to 0.58 关Fig. 6共B兲兴 while NMI has the value of around 25 when the depth is 1.5 mm. Figure 5 shows the simulation result obtained from the self-consistent keyhole welding simulation.6 Unlike the previous plots, intensity fields are shown on the keyhole surface using a color function since the hole shape cannot be represented as an explicit function of x and y. The hole shape changes very dynamically with hole depth. Combined with the strong keyhole fluctuation, the redistributed intensity patterns are much more dynamic. As shown, in general, more than two local maxima exist in the redistributed laser intensity on the keyhole wall, and those maximum locations move/disappear and/or new maximum locations are created as the keyhole wall fluctuates. It is believed that the beam scanning effect removes the radial symmetry in laser heating pattern and consequently generates the complicated intensity profiles and hole shapes. Figure 6共B兲 shows that, unlike the drilling case, the ELA of the fake keyhole closely resembles that of the selfconsistent welding simulation. However, Fig. 7共D兲 shows that the NMI of the self-consistent welding simulation is less



than 5 all through the simulation while the NMI of the fake keyhole is around 25 when the depth is 1.5 mm. Thus the overall beam absorption characteristic of the constructed fake keyhole is similar to that of the self-consistent keyhole, but the local characteristic is not. Figure 7 reveals interesting facts about the roles of multiple reflections in laser welding and drilling. First of all, unlike the laser drilling case, the ELA of laser welding keeps fluctuating while increasing to the maximum value and even after full penetration occurs. The point A in Figs. 7共C兲 and 7共D兲 is the first penetration point. This phenomenon can be associated with strong keyhole fluctuations and beam scanning effect, which are the major differences between the two processes. Therefore intensity fluctuation drives keyhole fluctuation, and keyhole fluctuation, in turn, affects intensity fluctuation. This observation implies that keyhole fluctuation is an intrinsic phenomenon which exists at all times no matter what process parameters are used. This result is supported by an experimental observation8 that a keyhole is not stable but fluctuates violently even under constant laser powers. Second, the ELA of drilling reaches 0.8 at the point of full penetration while that of welding has the maximum value of about 0.6. Third, while the ELA of laser drilling monotonically decreases after the full penetration point, the ELA of the laser welding constantly fluctuates and does not decrease significantly. This means that, when full penetration occurs, the keyhole is much more effective than the drill hole in terms of containing energy. However, as seen in Figs. 7共C兲 and 7共D兲, the NMI of welding fluctuates with a much bigger amplitude than the ELA, so that the NMI can attain a value that is less
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than 1 at some point of time after full penetration. The high ELA and low NMI values after full penetration imply evenly distributed laser energy on the hole surface. Finally, in laser welding, the characteristic that multiple reflections highly concentrate the laser energy on a very tiny area is not observed. In laser drilling, the laser energy tends to concentrate near the center, so that the effective intensity reaches a value which is two orders of magnitude higher than the original distribution. But, in laser welding, it is observed that the maximum laser intensity is only around five times higher than the original beam intensity during the whole process. This reveals that the fluctuation and irregularity of the keyhole and the scanning of the laser beam more evenly distribute the beam energy on the surface. This demonstrates that multiple reflection phenomena are highly geometry dependent. IV. CONCLUSIONS



This study reveals many interesting characteristics of laser-created drill holes and keyholes in conjunction with multiple reflections. Drill holes are highly efficient surfaces to focus a large amount of energy in a tiny area while keyholes have the capacity to evenly distribute the energy in a large area. It is also shown that multiple reflection phenomena are highly geometry dependent and a preassumed hole shape might be inappropriate for simulation. For example, a paraboloid of revolution must be avoided unless the focusing characteristic is removed.
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